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Selling with Science inStead of high PreSSure

Minnesota has some of  the coldest winters in the United States.  It is not uncommon for the tempera-
ture to drop below zero and remain there for weeks at a time.  I have experienced the frigid tempera-
tures, incessant snow and ice that a Minnesota winter can produce because I attended college there.  
Graciously, the college did not require its students to trudge across a snow ridden campus to get from 
one class to another.  Instead, the school had built a series of  underground tunnels that connected 
almost all of  its buildings.  The tunnels were approximately ten feet wide and running along the side 
of  every tunnel were numerous large pipes.  What was strange about these pipes was that each was 
covered with dents.  Though the dents in the pipes looked odd, I would walk by them numerous times 
per week, never giving them much thought.  Then a professor in one of  my classes, in an attempt 
to illustrate an idea, explained why there were dents on the pipes.  The professor shared how years 
earlier one of  the school administrators noticed a scuff  on one of  the pipes.  In an effort to keep the 
students from harming the pipes, he had signs put on the pipes which stated, “Please do not touch.”  
However, when students saw the signs they felt an intense desire to do the exact opposite.  It is re-
ported that students would tap, strike and even kick the pipes.  The result was that within a short time 
there were hundreds of  dents on the pipes.  Finally, someone on the college staff  realized that the 
signs were having a negative effect and had them removed.  Once the signs were gone, so too was the 
urge to touch the pipes.  

Yet, why would signs that implore college students not to touch pipes actually generate the urge to do 
so?  The reason is because of  a powerful scientific rule called reactance.  The principle of  reactance, 
which has been formally studied by scientists since 1966, is essential in understanding the process of  
human persuasion.1  Reactance is one of  the primary psychological barriers that kill the impact of  
persuasive messages.  This is vital for sales people to grasp because many sales have been lost because 
prospects experienced reactance.  Furthermore, due to the fact that most sales people are unaware of  
this powerful principle, it is rarely ever identified or competently counteracted.  

Reactance is the innate desire that occurs when one perceives that his or her ability to freely choose is 
being restricted by another.  Feelings of  reactance prompt a person to rebel against the restrictions.  In 
fact, there is an overwhelming amount of  scientific evidence that has confirmed that when people feel 
that they are being forced to adopt behaviors or beliefs they will often rebel against what is being im-
posed upon them.2 3 4 5  6  For example, research published in the Journal of  Applied Social Psychology found 
that when drivers returned to their parked car they move slower when there was another person waiting 
for their parking spot.7  This response is intensified when those waiting for the parking spot honk their 
car horns or exhibit behavior that pressures the person to vacate the parking spot faster.  Reactance is 
such a potent psychological trigger that is has been proven to limit the impact of  attempts to reduce 
alcohol consumption,8 9 decrease smoking10 and encourage a healthy lifestyle.11  In addition, reactance 
is also why signs that assert, “No littering” or “Don’t litter” actually increase littering in comparison to 
more empowering anti-littering messages like, “Please pitch in?”12 13   
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Understanding the influence that reactance has upon prospects is an imperative for sales people since 
every sales person encounters reactance, whether they realize it or not.  Many prospects experience 
reactance when they interact with a sales person because they are afraid the sales person will attempt 
to pressure them to purchase something.  Now to be sure, to be successful in the profession of  sales, a 
sales person must be able to build urgency, but not prompt the prospect to feel psychological reactance. 

Although, sales people revel in exhibiting behavior that causes their prospects to feel high pressure as 
they naively believe that is what successful sales people do.  This antiquated thinking is both sloppy and 
counterproductive.  When sales people are accused of  pressuring a prospect, it is due to the fact that the 
sales person is selling against the principle of  reactance.  This is highly detrimental because reactance 
is lethal to the success of  a sales call.  When prospects feel reactance they will be blinded by it.  In an 
attempt to elevate those feelings they will reject both the sales person and the sales person’s request.  

The good news is that there are ways to decrease reactance.   Just as there have been scientific studies 
conducted on what stimulates reactance, so too there has been research regarding how to diminish it.  
For example, behavioral scientists Guegen and Pascual studied how reactance can be counteracted when 
making a persuasive appeal.  They placed panhandlers at a busy mall who would ask those who passed 
by for money.14  Guegen and Pascual found that when the panhandler would end his or her request 
with a phrase that conveyed the person was “free to accept or to refuse,” feelings of  reactance lessened, 
which caused compliance to skyrocket by nearly 400%.

Likewise, when attempting to create urgency, it is important that sales people simultaneously reduce 
reactance.  Some examples of  phrases that accomplish this are:  “of  course, it’s up to you” or “this is a 
great offer that you can participate in, if  you choose.”

There is no doubt that reducing reactance will transform the results that a sales person produces.  I 
have personally created sales strategies for numerous organizations that guide prospects in feeling the 
urgency to purchase, but at the same time dissolve reactance.  When these strategies are adopted, the 
companies’ sales cycles shorten and closing rates skyrocket.  Consequently, by being aware of  the sci-
entific principle of  reactance and selling against it, sales people will find that prospects will respond 
more favorably to them and their persuasive appeals.  This will translate into an increase in overall sales 
effectiveness and sales production.
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